57 chevy colors

In our most recent weekly blog post, we provided a comprehensive guide to interior trim codes
for Chevy cars. This week, we're moving our focus from the interior of the vehicle to the
exterior. Tri Five Chevy cars were offered in a wide range of eye-catching paint colors and
two-tone color combinations, and these options changed with each model year. Read on for a
guide to identifying , , and Chevy colors and paint codes. Just like the interior trim code, each
Tri Five Chevy's original paint code can be found on the trim tag , which is attached to the right
side of the vehicle's cowl panel under the hood. In the diagram above, the paint code is
represented by letter E. Each paint code is a three-digit number, but in and , these numbers are
sometimes followed by a letter as pictured above. Here's a list of the paint colors originally
applied to Tri Five Chevy cars. The following paint colors were originally applied to Tri Five
Chevy cars. Lastly, here are the original colors and two-tone schemes for Tri Five Chevy cars.
Now that you know all the original , , and Chevy colors, you might be looking for a good local
body shop to repaint your vehicle, as well as restoration parts and trim to install. Click the
button below for a free full-color Tri Five Chevy restoration parts catalog. Recognized as the
undisputed leader of the Restoration Parts industry, Classic Industries is one of the largest and
respected distributors of reproduction, performance and original GM and MOPAR parts and
accessories in the industry. Located in Huntington Beach, California, Classic Industries has
provided over 1,, customers with parts and accessories they've needed to restore their vehicles
for over four decades. Catalogs Coming Soon! Search Our Articles Search. How to Find Tri Five
Chevy Paint Codes Just like the interior trim code, each Tri Five Chevy's original paint code can
be found on the trim tag , which is attached to the right side of the vehicle's cowl panel under
the hood. A little about Classic Recognized as the undisputed leader of the Restoration Parts
industry, Classic Industries is one of the largest and respected distributors of reproduction,
performance and original GM and MOPAR parts and accessories in the industry. Subscribe to
Email Updates. Recent Posts. JavaScript seems to be disabled in your browser. For the best
experience on our site, be sure to turn on Javascript in your browser. Select Year Vanagon
Vanagon. No longer will you have to waste your time and money trying to repair worn out
factory seat frames and recover them with new foam and upholstery. The Pro-Series seats come
fully assembled and are percent ready to bolt in with the appropriate mounting brackets. This
may have an impact on your order. Toggle Nav. Advanced Search. VW Thing. Mustang Bronco
El Camino. Plymouth Duster. Pro-Grand Electric. Pro Classic. Pro Chicane. Buddy Console. Pro
Razor. Universal Pro-Series Seats No longer will you have to waste your time and money trying
to repair worn out factory seat frames and recover them with new foam and upholstery. Wiring
Kit. Contact Us Email My Account. Home Chevy Tri-Five. The Tri-Five family falls into a class all
their own with unique design and many body styles. Whether you have a 2-Door, a Wagon, or a
Convertible, we offer custom interior for it all. Useful Links. Contact Us. Bob can be contacted
by email: cacres charter. I do not know of any book that gives the engine colors for all
Chevrolets. I have found it here and there in many Chevrolet letters and books. I have come up
with a list that covers most engines and some speculation, that does not mean that Chevrolet
always followed what they said either. The color of the fan is another sometimes sticky problem.
As best as I know all replacement fans were black, we have some controversy in the early 30's.
Some pictures show the fan was pained engine color at the time of production. In the Vintage
Chevrolet Club of America we do accept black and in my opinion black is what they should be. I
think the engine for production was assembled and painted before the fan and other add-ons
were added to the engine before it was put into the vehicle. I go with black. Maybe this would be
an idea for an article and maybe start some arguments. What we strive for in the VCCA is what
the vehicle was like when new and offered to the public using only genuine Chevrolet parts
available at the time of production. A good example that can cause hard feelings is white walls.
They might have been available but Chevrolet did not offer them until the mid 30's and I don't
think it was until or '63 that you could order them on a truck. The dealer could install them but
Chevrolet did not offer them, they would be after market items. At times it is fun trying to find
answers to the question but it can get frustrating when the answers are not to be found. I have a
very large Chevrolet literature collection, and trucks are my main interest, but I can not always
find the answers. The vehicle listing from a Parts Price book does not cover the and Chevrolets,
it does not list the T Truck for but they were built starting late It was only built in and One more
interesting thing in the list is the M series of vehicles of which there is a light delivery chassis
listed. This was the ill fated copper cooled engine and only a very few cars were built before
they were called back. There are at least two examples, both coupes that still exist and I know of
at least one engine. As best as I know they never built any of the light delivery chassis for sale.
What happened to the vehicles that were called back is still a mystery to me. I have heard they
were dumped in Lake Michigan, or the were converted to water cooled cars. I heard they used
the left over engines in lift trucks used in the plants in the late 20's and early 30's but never

found any proof of this. The conversion idea sounds most logical. About the only exterior
differences was the shell in place of the radiator. It had many horizontal louvers in it. The idea
here is the 1 ton truck used the same engine as the light delivery starting in Before that the
Light Delivery and the G truck used the engine and the T used the F series engine that had a
longer stroke. Disclaimer: Due to the fact that there is no official book that lists all the
Chevrolets engine colors, many of these colors are assumption. Many of the colors in this list
are taken from authenticated vehicles. Various assembly plants had different colors and tints.
Colors were also subject to availability and these may have changed at the plant. Also different
options on a vehicle would determine the color of the engine especially the truck engine. Also
remember the primary goal of the assembly plant was to get the vehicle out to the consumer. If
a color was used up, the next available color was utilized. Welcome to our brand new website.
You will find loads of tech articles, photos, helpful hints, along with a new Discussion Forum
where you can interact with other GMC and Chevy light truck enthusiasts. We also carry the
largest inventory of - Chevy and GMC light truck parts. Although our website is new, the Jim
Carter Truck Parts Company has been in business since the 's. It all started with a Ford Coupe
Read More. Independence Mo. Engine Paint. Projects from Antiques to Vintage and classsics.
Call 1. Jumper Cables More Key Blanks Kingpins Knobs More Quality Parts - Great Selection!
Radio, Antenna Running Boards More X-Tra Large Parts Great Selection ,,,,, ,,,,, ,,,,, ,,,,, ,,,,, ,,,,,
,,,Chevy, GMC Great Service The color code will be located on a sticker named Parts
Identification. We use the WA format for simplicity, your code may have a U. WA is the same as
U Click here for Chevy paint code location chart and paint code label examples. Customer
service very helpful, agent carried my color chart to mixing room to confirm right color. The
ease of ordering online and your timely response made for a very pleasant experience. I would
recommend your service and product to a friend. I was skeptical prior to ordering that the paint
would match my 62 year old car. Upon receipt and application it was a perfect match. I have
used Automotive touchup on several occasions. Speedy service, great color match, and hi
quality products! The color for my Bel Air was spot on. Perfect match. Fixed a scrape on the
edge of a rear fender of my 57 Chevy pickup. Color match was almost perfect and blended well.
Great products and customer service. Thank you! The paint for my 57 Chevy Belair was spot on.
Lisa went out of her way to find me the color that matched my car. It was an exact match. The
color match was great I painted my dash and interior parts. Worked out great. Thank's Roy. The
only problem I have with the Matador Red spray paint, is I never order enough of it!! Excellent
match to the original color. Happy with items. This is the second time I've used the products,
and everything is great! Excellent perfect match for the exterior base paint. The paint matched
almost perfectly! I rebuilt the dash which is two toned light and dark green. When removing the
instrument cluster, I scratched the paint on the ends of the cluster and the dash surrounds
where the cluster fits. Your touch up paint with the clear coat matched the 60 year old paint
perfectly. I was delighted! Your paint products are great. Perfect match! I painted the car years
ago with a color I liked from a 87 Camaro. I tried every can of paint I could find locally before
trying AT. I tested it out doing a few small chip repairs and it's the exact color. I have a small
project under way that will just require a few ounces to repair and now I can move ahead
knowing the color will match. Thanks again! I purchased a aerosol can of touch up
paint-Matador Red, and as far as I can tell, it was a perfect match, to the older paint. Curtis J.
Newell-Clear Lake, IA. My 57 Chevy had been repainted years ago to Manufactures specs. Over
the years it has received several nicks and scratches. The paint you sent almost matched
perfectly. You have to look very close to see the touch ups. Thank you. As a builder of plastic
model cars this paint works great. First I use a plastic model primer so the plastic model doesn't
craze. Then I use the factory colors to create miniature replicas in the original factory colors.
Many of the factory colors are similar to different manufactures colors and different model
years. So I can get the original factory colors at a reasonable price and the ability to paint
several different model cars. Just like a real car after the clear coat the models shine brightly!
The customer service was great The paint was of good quality and easy to match. The cost was
half of what the local paint suppliers wanted. Great product, match was excellent I will use this
product again. The butternut yellow paint was a great match for my car After checking out the
video's here on the site and reading a lot of material about how to do it, I decided to give it a try
myself. Ordering was a breeze and AutomotiveTouchup had everything I needed to do the job.
My order was shipped quickly and the paint was a perfect match. I would recommend this
company to everyone and if you follow directions, you will be very pleased with what you can
do yourself. Thanks for the great service and a high quality product! Just received my two oz. I
should have ordered some spray cans. I'll do that next. First time order. Shipment was prompt
and well packed. Haven't used the product yet. From other reviews, I'm confident of a good
match. Area is on firewall and not the most critical. Sure glad to have a source of original color

for the car. A very nice match colorwise, I am happy with your product and service. Quality
product Very knowledgeable staff Quick delivery Very pleased with service. This is my second
order. Just had a chance this weekend to apply the touch up paint. Matador Red for a 57 Chevy
Bel-air. Match was right on, car was painted about 8 months ago, and a fairly large paint chip
was found after transport, and though the chip was deep, the paint covered that area to an exact
match making it not as noticeable. I am not your typical customer. I used your aerosol spray
paint to complete a period-correct restoration of a lates gas powered miniature race car aka
"tether car". The car is a Dooling. The hand-carved balsa wood top was finished in Chevrolet
Periwinkle Blue, which was the original color which Williams selected for the car. I was
extremely well pleased with your product and will purchase more of your aerosol spray paints in
the future. I'm very pleased with the color match on my show car. I used to paint cars
professionally so I know matador red is very tough to match. Automotive touchup got it perfect
with the second attempt and I would use them again!!! Everything went perfect. Fast delivery. I
just left a comment about the touch up paint from Automotive Touchup. I made a statement that
I wish the company carried auto paint in gallons. I stand corrected, as they do carry paint in
gallons. Thank you, Dick C. I ordered spray paint for my chevy Hardtop and convertible. My
order included Matador red, Lakspur blue, and Harbor blue. They were excellent matches. In fact
I will be reordering in the near future. I looked a long time to find a company that could provide
these old colors. I wish they would be able to supply auto paint in gallons. I will tell all my
friends about the Automotive Touchup company. Thank you so much. The car is in the middle
of a restoration and the roof has already been painted and protected. But somehow I managed
to chip a couple of places on the drip rail and wanted it fixed. Super fast delivery and a really
fast repair. Was slightly off in color, the car may have been previously painted however. Easy to
apply. Excellent service, prompt shipping and paint matches perfectly. Enter your year, make,
and model below to find color matched paint:. Choose your Automotive paint color for your
Chevrolet All Models. Don't see your color listed? Call We probably have it. Did you choose the
wrong vehicle model? Here's what our customers are saying about our Touch Up Paint: Daniel
D, owner of a Chevrolet from Alvin, TX Customer service very helpful, agent carried my color
chart to mixing room to confirm right color. Delighted Customer, owner of a Chevrolet from
Goose Creek, SC The ease of ordering online and your timely response made for a very
pleasant experience. Steven C, owner of a Chevrolet from Oviedo, FL I was skeptical prior to
ordering that the paint would match my 62 year old car. Thanks Dale, owner of a Chevrolet from
FL The butternut yellow paint was a great match for my car Share your touch up story Cardinal
Red. Pure White. Bombay Ivory. Granite Gray. Alpine Blue. Matador Red. Adobe Beige. Golden
Yellow. Brewster Green. Ocean Green. Larkspur Blue. Colonial Cream. Canyon Coral. Coronado
Yellow. Choose your Chevy below, to view kits, materials and parts for your vehicle:. The best
quality reproduction kit for your 57 Bel Air available. We offer this kit in all the factory original
colors, yet offer custom colors as well. Seat cover set, preassembled door and rear trim panels
and windlace set. Dobby cloth headliner, post boards and sunvisors. Extra seat shell and
armrest vinyl. Vinyl covered kick panels. Correct color loop carpet set and a vinyl covered
package tray. Only available when purchasing directly from Ciadella Interiors. This is the most
accurate and highest quality reproduction seat cover available. This set is sewn with correct
heavy weight correct grain plain and sedan ribbed pattern vinyls. Using our beautiful Cloud
Pattern Black seat cloth with highlighted cloud design, Silver braided seat welt and all attaching
listings. We can also make these covers in the 57 Bel Air Hardtop style, which is a different
design and has silver buttons. This is the Stainless door and rear quarter panel trim moldings.
We can make bucket seat covers in the original design. Using the same high quality vinyl and
seat insert cloth of your choice. For to GM bucket seat frames. Please call to place all custom
orders, so we can go over design details. Layered high density foam to the correct
configuration and size. One set includes seat bottom cushion and backrest. This is not a
molded foam, as we do not use any molded foam when installing interiors in our shop. Ciadella
layered foam works better than molded foam. Minor trimming may be required. You must
indicate if your car is a 2 or 4 door. Minor trimming required. These mounting brackets are used
on all to 57 Chevy's. Sold individually in rights or lefts. Seat shell stainless steel trim strip.
Installation prongs are on the underside and easy to attach. Used on 2 door and 4 door models.
Sold individually. The 57 Bel Air Cloth is black with highlighted cloud pattern weave. An
excellent reproduction of original. Each yard measures 54" wide. This is the correct grain vinyl
we had reproduced in all the correct colors specific grain for the interior. Heavy weight 54"
wide. Price per yard. This Ribbed vinyl is used on the seats and door panel lower scuff sections.
Available in all 5 of the Bel Air Sedan Ribbed colors, 54" wide. These reproductions of the Bel
Air front armrests bases are excellent. Correct colors. Sold in pairs. This is the front armrest
rubber pad and bottom metal support base. For all Bel Air models. Reasonably priced per pair.

Armrest metal supports; Attach to the outside of the door panel and screws into the door frame.
And the plastic armrest screws onto this plate. This galvanized metal set surrounds the door
panel board and has serrated teeth inside to hold the trim vinyl tight. Nails included. Special
order item, not eligible for return. This galvanized metal set surrounds the 4 door panel board
and has serrated teeth inside to hold the trim vinyl tight. For all years. These fit between the
door panel and the edge metal band, and just need crimping to secure in place. These black
precut strips in the correct length and thickness, attach to the inner front and rear of the roof
panel. The front, sides and rear of the headliner staples to these strips. Specify 2 door or 4 door
model. All Bel Air Sedans used the Dobby cloth headliner. This is correct cloth with the woven
stitch effects, just like originals used. We reproduced it in all colors. We cut and sewn it in our
shop to fit properly. Extra sunvisor and post cloth is included. New Sunvisors manufactured
using new boards, and rods. Padded and covered with the Doby cloth material to match your
headliner. Vinyl edge bound and finger tip inserts with chrome tips added. Sewn with slide in
kick panel cord and dash vinyl flaps. With slide in kick panel cord and dash area vinyl flap.
Center pillar post cardboards attached, as pictured. Available in original and custom colors.
Please note, this is a special order item and not eligible for return or exchange. These attach to
the center pillar post. We make these in our shop in many colors, using matching woven
windlace cloth. Covered support vinyl in the same shape as the originals. This textured panel
board comes in Black and has been die cut to properly fit the rear shelf behind the rear seat
back and rear window. These are a pair of matching seat belts for the driver and passenger, with
chrome aircraft chrome quick release buckels. Priced per pair 3 lbs. Die cut to fit properly and
be exactly like originals. Black panel boards die cut to correct shape and fit. Tight weaved loop
carpet available in many colors. Matching interior color vinyl binding and matching color heel
pad. Jute padded underside. The best replacement high quality carpet set available. We also
make custom cut and sewn carpet sets, if your car has bucket seats. Please call to inquire about
any changes, modifications or custom orders. Foam underside, complete vinyl edge binding to
match the interior vinyl color. Black Rubber Trunk mat. Molded to the shape of your trunk floor,
with lines and cut out for spare tire. Dress up your trunk with an excellent quality loop carpet
set. We cut, sew and completely vinyl bind the edges to match the carpet color. Available in
several stock and custom colors. Select Model 2 Door Sedan. Select Model 4 Door Sedan. Select
Color Black. This set includes: seat cover set, preassembled door and rear trim panels and
windlace set. This interior package has been discounted, no further discount can be applied.
This is the most complete and original door panel set you can find. Set also includes the
following items: new edge metal door bands with nails attached, a pair of kick panels, which are
covered in matching vinyl not just colored boards , sewn cloth windlace set and extra vinyl to
cover your front armrest. Y
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ou will need to transfer your original stainless to your new door panels or purchase our new
reproduction set and we will install on panels for no additional charge. Set also includes the
following items: new edge metal door bands with nails attached, a pair of kick panels, which are
covered in matching vinyl not just colored boards , cloth windlace set that is sewn to the center
post boards and extra vinyl to cover your front and rear armrest. Sold in pairs and include
mounting screws. These are an excellent addition to any interior for front and rear panels. Set
includes the plastic armrest bases and the vinyl covered rubber pads. Our heavy duty die cut
boards are perfect for the auto trimmer wanting to make their own door panels. Special Order
Item- not eligible for return. No Further Discounts Apply. Sold Per Pair. Please indicate if your
car is a 2 or 4 door sedan. Textured board die cut for proper fit. Covered with matching interior
trim vinyl of your choice. All rights reserved.

